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r Completed homework
(Sessions 2 and 3)

r Materials for finishing
posters

r Student Sheet 10, Make
a Shape (1 per student)

For the computer activity:

r Students' Game Records

gessions 4 ond 5

WritingAbout Area
Whot Hoppens

During these sessions, students will be finishing up their posters. Some can
continue to work at the computer on Tumbling Tetrominoes. All students
work on an assessment activity in which they explain how they know the
area of a shape is 5, 6, or 7 square units. Their work focuses on:

r making a shape with a given area

I explaining and justifying a solution in writing

Ongoing Computer Actlvlry
During Sessions 4 and 5, students may continue playing Tumbling
Tetrominoes on the computer while others are working on the off-com-
puter activities. Working with the My Rectangle option provides further
practice in determining area.

Discussing
Homework:
Area at Home

Take some time to ask studentS about the homework they did on Student
Sheet 8, Squares! Squares! Squares!

Did you find areas in your homes or neighborhoods that were covered
with squares? What were they? About how big was each square unit-
bigger or smaller than the squares you are using for your posters?
Bigger or smaller than the tiles on our classroom floor? How big was the
total area (how many square units)?

You may also want to choose one of the problems on Student Sheet 9,
What's My Score? What's My Area?, to discuss with the class.

What is the total area of the rectangle? How much of that area is cov-
ered? How did you figure that out?
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students work to complete their posters of shapes with an area of four
square units. As they work, they keep checking new shapes they find for
congruence with shapes they already have posted. As students finish, you
can display the posters in the classroom.

some students enjoy making pictures out of their four-square-unit shapes
and coloring in details and backgrounds.
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Finishing the
Posters
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Assessmenl

Proving the
Area of a Shape

Toward the end ofSessions 4 and 5, hand out Student Sheet 10, Make a
Shape. Have each student draw a shape that is 5, 6, or 7 square units in
area, using the dotted grid as a guide. Encourage students to use all three
kinds of shapes they have worked with in this unit: the unit square, the
half-unit triangle, and the unit triangle.

After drawing their shape, the students write an explanation of how they
know what its area is. When you give students this assignment, explain
that they may be doing several drafts, just as they do when they write, until
they have a finished piece of work.

As students show you their written work, make sure that they have a com-
plete explanation that could be understood by someone who had not been
in class. Ask clarifying questions and have students add what they tell you
to their written work. The Dialogue Box, The Area of My Shape Is 5 (p. 64),
shows how a teacher encouraged one student to clarify her explanation in
successive drafts.

{. Tip for the Linguistically Diverse Classroom Students who are not
yet writing in English can share how they know their shape has a specific
area by creating a visual math problem. For example:

\\\\NN=3Dl\= ltr
ID -_24

6Z
For the revision, encourage students to add to their drawings to explain
even further. For example:

..NN-trEE=38

You may want to assign this task for homework after Session 4, then give
students time in class to revise it during Session 5. For discussion about
how to evaluate this assessment, see the Teacher Note, Assessment:
Proving the Area of a Shape 1p. 62).
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As the unit ends, you may want to use one of the following options for cre-
ating a record of students' work on this unit.

r Students look back through their folders or notebooks and write about
what they learned in this unit, what they remember most, what was
hard or easy for them. You might have students do this work during
their writing time.

r Students select one or two pieces of their work as their best work, and
you also choose one or two pieces of their work to be saved in a portfolio
for the year. You might include the last assessment in the unit, Proving
the Area ofa Shape (Investigation 2, Session 5), and any other assess-
ment tasks from this unit. Students can create a separate page with brief
comments describing each piece of work.

r You may want to send a selection of work home for parents to see.
Students write a cover letter, describing their.work in this unit. This
work should be returned if you are keeping a year-long portfolio of
mathematics work for each student.

Choosing
Student Work
to Save

Sessions 4 ond 5 Follow-Up

AII Possible Shapes As students complete their shape posters, some may
become interested in how many possible shapes there are with four square
units, and may want to try to find them all. Using only the unit squares and
half-unit triangles, we have found 22 shapes (so far!).

You might compile a class poster showing all the different shapes that the
class has discovered, with no duplicates. This compilation can remain dis-
played beyond the completion of this unit, and students can continue to try
to find new shapes.

Remember, a shape that is a flip or rotation of another shape is considered
the same. Students need to carefully compare any "new" shape to the
shapes that have already been created.

fiErltension

Writing About



Teacher Note

This assessment asks students to solve a prob-
lem, justify their solution, and then write about
their work. Communicating about mathematical
reasoning is difficult, especially if students have

not had much experience doing so. However, it is
a critical part of mathematical activity. Because

writing is difficult for many students, we treat
this task in the way that we treat any writing
assignment-giving students time to write down
their first thoughts, present these to an audience
(you), get feedback on their work, and then use

that feedback to revise it.

It is important that students' performance not be
judged only on their first attempts at solving a
problem, but that they be given time to think,
reflect, and revise.

As you look at your own students' work, these
questions can help guide your assessment:

r Was the student able to draw a shape and
clearly show its area?

r Did the student understand how much area
the half-unit and unit triangles covered?

r Was the student able to explain clearly how to
calculate the area?

Following are several examples of student work.
The first two explanations, Khanh's and Elena's,
are quite clear and inclusive.

Elena's writing:
There are 4 of the little triangles. That's 4

halves, so that makes 2. Then there's 2 of the big
triangles. If you put them together like I did they
cover two squares, so that's 2 more. That's 4 so

far. Then there's 2 regular squares. So 2 more
rhakes 6 squares.

Both Khanh and Elena demonstrate their knowl-
edge of the relationships between triangles and
squares, and explain how to combine the pieces

to find the area of their shapes. Elena has set

herself a somewhat harder task, including the

unit triangle in her shape.

Assessmen* Proving |he Area of a Shape

Khanh's writing:
I know that there are 5 because 2 triangles make
1 square exactly. And 1 square makes 1, and my
design has 6 triangles, and 6 triangles make 3,

and 2 squares make 2, and 3 plus 2 makes 5

square units.
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Here are two examples of less complete explana-
tions:

Jeremy's writing:
I know that my shape has 6 square units
because it has 2 squares and 8 triangles and
when you add them together you get 6 square
units.

Mark's writing:
There are three squares and four triangles,

Amanda's writing:
Because it's different and I like it.

Laurie Jo's writing:
I counted them in halves and
angles are the halves and the
squares.

in wholes. The tri-
wholes are the

Jeremy and Laurie Jo may have a clear under-
standing ofhow to use the squares and triangles
to measure the area of their shapes, but they
have difficulty writing down their explanations.
Further questioning might determine if these
students are just repeating that triangles are
halves because everyone is saying that, or ifthey
are able to explain why this is true.

When students have a much less adequate
explanation, this may indicate that they are not
yet thinking about area as a covering offlat
space. Mark and Amanda might need more guid-

ance along those lines.

Amanda's writing could be a sign that she

doesn't understand what you mean when you

ask her to write about her mathematical think-
ing. She may be answering a question like "What

did you think of this problem?" Further conver-
sation is needed to determine what she under-
stands about the problem itself.

Teacher Note
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The Area of My Shape Is 5

Seung created a S-unit shape for the assessment
activity, Proving the Area of a Shape (p. 60).
When Seung showed her work to her teacher,
the following discussion helped the girl clarify
her writing.

my f)sh. I know thot the oreo oF mv fish
is '5 

becouse it hos two sluores ond '$

triogles o^d 1bg triongle.

That makes it much clearer to someone read-
ing this how you counted the area to be 5
square units altogether. I only have one more
question: How do you know that two small tri-
angles make one sguare unit and the big trian-
gle by itself is one square unit?

Seung protested that she knew "because we've
been doing it all the time," but the teacher
explained that her solution should make sense to
someone who hadn't been "doing it all the time."

Seung's final writing looked like this:

Why does 2 squares and 4 triangles and 1 big
triangle make 5 square units? Maybe someone
would count the pieces, lpointing to the pieces
in successionl 1,2,3, 4, 5,6, 7, and say that the
area is 7.

Seung: No, because the squares are 1, 2, and
then each triangle is half.

So how does that work to make 5?

Seung: Because, see, l,2ltouching each
squarel, 3 [touching two small trianglesl, 4
Ltouching the other two small trianglesl, and 5
[touching the large trianglel.

So you need to write more about how you
counted the area.

Seung then added to her writing, so that it read:

my fish. I know thot the areo ol mv fish
is 5 becouse it hos two sqrores ond '+

triorqles ond 1bh trionole. The souores
,ok'two ond th'"n tro"trionoles rioke
one more ond the other two t?ionoles
moke one $or@,5e thotrs S. Th"n"th"
one big triongle is o l,so thot mol.es S !
Two smoll frionqles moke one stuore
beJguse if.youl,prt them togetLr, ihey
moks o're) tike this:

lhe big triongle is the some os lsquore
becouse if you choo off the too o,il
ottoch it td ttre bo#om, ifls thl some.

my f)sh. I know thot the oeeo aF mv fish
is '5 

becouse it hos two sluorr ond '$
trionqles o"d 1bq frlonqle.The squ4res
moke" two ond th"en tr#rionoles iloke
one more ond the other two t?ionol"s
moke one more) 50 thotrs $. Th"nih"
one big triongle is o l,so tf'ot rokes S I
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